
PRACTICAL INFORMATION FOR THE SCIENTIFIC WRITING COURSE 
 
 
This course is a tailored Scientific Writing course with native English speaking teachers who have 
professional writing experience. Each participant will work with his/her own article, so this course is a 
great opportunity to get personal feedback and support for writing in English.  
 
The course is intended for all those who need support in scientific writing/getting a paper finished, but 
especially for those starting out in their scientific career (< 10 refereed papers). 
 
The course will start on the 29th of September 2021 and will last until spring 2022 (depending on the 
needs of each individual group).  
 
 6 x 45 min:  lectures in Academic and Scientific writing 
~12 x 45 min: lessons in small groups (approx. 4 people) with a teacher (dates will be 

agreed within the group) + individual feedback for every participant 
 3 x 45 min:  submission procedures and refereeing practice, etc. 
 
More individual teaching/group meetings can be added during the course. 
 
How to proceed if you are interested: 
 
1. Participate in course, deadline for enrolment: 17 September 2021.  
2. Select a paper you would like to work with during the course. The article doesn't need to be ready yet, 
but you should be able to produce approximately 5 pages for each small group session. The purpose is 
to have enough material for each lesson and have participants who are more or less at the same stage. 
 
N.B. If you don't have any text ready yet, but want to get a good kickstart for your writing, the best option 
is to participate only in the common theory part (lectures in Academic and Scientific writing) and /or take 
the whole course later on.   
 
The topic of your research should fulfil the following conditions: 
 a) it will be publishable in proper peer-reviewed journal (not conference proceedings / extended 
abstract), preferably an open-access journal; 
 b) you are the first author (agree in advance with other co-authors); 
 c) you have data for the paper ready, or almost ready 
 
  
More information: elenita@kielipalvelut.net 
 

https://syke.etapahtuma.fi/Hallinta/Ulkoinen-koulutuskalenteri/Lis%C3%A4tietoja/id/3009
mailto:elenita@kielipalvelut.net

